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Abstract

Research in the field of digital phenotyping and mobile sensing has seen a tremen-

dous rise in interest over the last few years. The psychological and psychiatric sci-

ences were early adopters of implementing these promising techniques into their

research to better understand the human mind. The most often studied data to pre-

dict mental states and traits at the moment represent reaction-time and app usage

data from multi-step human-smartphone interactions and digital footprints left from

the user's interactions with social media platforms. Interestingly, research that links

reaction time measurements and other digital footprints to underlying neurobiology

data from magnetic resonance imaging, electroencephalography, or molecular genet-

ics has thus far been mostly lacking. As a starting point for discussion among neuro-

scientists, in this article, we review the scant literature applying digital phenotyping/

mobile sensing to neuroscientific research and outline the potential of this new

research approach. With the ubiquity of smartphones, many of these reviewed works

focus on smartphone-based-studies in the neuroscientific digital phenotyping/mobile

sensing field.
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1 | BACKGROUND

Recent years have seen a strong growth in studies using digital

phenotyping (DP) and mobile sensing (MS) in diverse areas of science. A

search on www.pubmed.gov reveals a rapidly growing number of arti-

cles with the terms “digital phenotyping” and “mobile sensing.” Figure 1

shows that in 2019 the keyword digital phenotyping started to visibly

outperform the keyword mobile sensing. MS commonly refers to predic-

tion of psychological and other variables via digital traces left on mobile

devices such as the smartphone. DP is broader and refers to prediction

of mental traits/states via the manifold data sources captured from the

Internet of Things (IoT). In the IoT, basically all digital variables ranging

from onboard diagnostics in cars to kitchen coffee machines can be

used to infer mental processes (Montag & Diefenbach, 2018). Recent

work suggests that variables such as patterns of showering behavior

and having meals (giving insights into orderliness) might be of relevance

to predict academic performance (Cao, Gao, & Zhou, 2019).

2 | PSYCHOLOGICAL/PSYCHIATRIC
SCIENCES ARE EARLY ADOPTERS OF
DIGITAL PHENOTYPING AND MOBILE
SENSING

A search for studies linking digital footprints to neurobiological data

makes it evident that the research field is still nascent, likely because
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of the prohibitive cost and resource to acquire neurobiological data at

the scale of smartphone digital phenotyping data. We will elaborate

on this in more detail in the next section. This is surprising because

the psychological and psychiatric sciences have embraced the trend

to incorporate digital footprints in their work (Markowetz,

Błaszkiewicz, Montag, Switala, & Schlaepfer, 2014; Montag &

Elhai, 2019). In an opinion article, former NIH director Tom Insel was

very optimistic that “After 40 years of psychiatry becoming more

mindless than brainless, perhaps digital phenotyping will help the pen-

dulum swing back toward a fresh look at behavior, cognition, and

mood” (Insel, 2017, p. 1216). Although this view might be too optimis-

tic, the psychological sciences for years have been dealing with the

so-called replication crisis (Open Science Collaboration, 2015) war-

ranting new solutions. Research incorporating digital footprints to pre-

dict mental states could indeed help to address the replication

problem of many psychological studies. Before we explain how digital

phenotyping/mobile sensing could help to improve the work of scien-

tists in the field of psychology/psychiatry, we reflect on reasons for

replication problems. Among these are insufficient sample sizes, lack

of statistical power (Anderson & Maxwell, 2017), problems related to

measurement error (Loken & Gelman, 2017) and perhaps overreliance

on WEIRD samples (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010).

Arnett (2008) showed in his analysis that in six prominent psychologi-

cal journals in 2007, 77% of participants were of European American

decent. Such findings question the transferability of results to the

broader population. To tackle these problems, beyond strategies pro-

posed by the Open Science Framework, we believe it also will require

implementing digital phenotyping/mobile sensing technologies. The

smartphone can be a game changer for psychological work

(Miller, 2012). It enables scientists to study human behavior in real life

more effectively than ever before. Of unique importance, this power-

ful device enables researchers to conduct studies longitudinally with

high ecological validity. In general, research relying on online

recruiting strategies could be a solution in tackling the WEIRD

problem. Gosling, Sandy, John, and Potter (2010) put it nicely by stat-

ing “Wired but not WEIRD.” With smartphones, users are connected

constantly to the online world and, in contrast to classical research

experiments, participants provide richer ecological data. But, this

comes at a cost of less control over nuisance factors that impact

research hypotheses (Markowetz et al., 2014; Montag, Duke, &

Markowetz, 2016).

In addition to the smartphone and its many sensors, the study of

digital footprints stemming from human interaction with social media

platforms has attracted many scientists to predict personality and

other relevant variables. Here, the research field is already beyond

a feasibility stage and demonstrated in meta-analyses that the

Big Five of Personality, a prominent construct in personality psychol-

ogy, can be robustly linked to digital traces (Azucar, Marengo, &

Settanni, 2018; Marengo & Montag, 2020). But, it also needs to be

mentioned that at the moment such a prediction seems to be possible

only at the group but not individual person level (upper limit of associ-

ations perhaps around .40). Nevertheless, new work suggests that

prediction rates might be higher in the near future by relying on other

analysis techniques (Peltonen et al., 2020).

3 | STUDIES IMPLEMENTING DIGITAL
PHENOTYPING/MOBILE SENSING
STRATEGIES IN THE HUMAN
NEUROSCIENCES ARE SCARCE

If we move to the neuroscientific literature, a comparable trend to

that seen in psychological/psychiatric sciences cannot be seen until

today. This again is surprising, as neuroscience often has been the

innovation driver regarding development and adoption of new tech-

nologies and also the application of new statistical methods.

F IGURE 1 The literature on digital phenotyping and mobile sensing is growing fast (search results derived upon typing in “digital
phenotyping” and “mobile sensing” in pubmed.gov; accessed on June 30, 2021; data for 2021 not depicted); please note that the numbers
represent only rough estimates because the search engine in parts might produce invalid results (and some papers might define digital
phenotyping and mobile sensing in different ways than we do)
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For instance, machine learning that is only now becoming popular in

psychological work (Elhai & Montag, 2020), was embraced by neuro-

science years earlier (Helmstaedter, 2015; Moradi, Pepe, Gaser,

Huttunen, & Tohka, 2015; Salvatore et al., 2014). Perhaps a natural

resistance to include “the study of digital traces” in human neurosci-

ences has to do with the typical setup of an experiment in this area.

One of the most prominent and often used technologies in human

neurosciences is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technology. It can

be divided into structural and functional parts. Structural MRI pro-

vides researchers insights into individual differences in the brain vol-

ume/density/architecture regarding gray and white matter by

applying voxel based morphometry analysis to T1 scans or statistical

analysis of diffusion weighted brain images. While functional aspects

of MRI either relate to the investigation of how a person's brain

responds to visual or auditory cues or how one's brain is activated

while at rest (for a graphical overview on some of the technologies

see works by Markett, Montag, et al. (2018) and Markett, Wudarczyk,

et al. (2018)).

As the MRI setup is usually not portable (at least not until now)

and represents a rather costly research environment, this illustrates

the aforementioned hindrance to embracing the potential arising from

merging mobile sensing/digital phenotyping techniques with neurosci-

entific data. From our perspective this is a missed opportunity,

because studying digital footprints should not only reveal insights into

psychological traits and states, but also into underlying neurobiology

(the prevalent view among neuroscientists is that mind arises from

matter; Cobb, 2020). Although inference of a person's neurobiology

via means of DP/MS might sound ambitious from where we stand

today, in the future it might become possible to make such predictions

with great precision. We explicitly mention the rapid progress of our

society toward even richer data environments and also rapid progress

in the field of analysis techniques of big datasets. We feel that while

this rapid progress will bring exciting potential to psychological, medi-

cal, and neuroscientific sciences to improve treatment of patients suf-

fering from mental and neurological disorders (see also the potential

in the area of dementia [Montag & Elhai, 2020]); we need to be atten-

tive to the risk that digital societies including advancements in digital

phenotyping/mobile sensing can be a source of misuse, endangering

the privacy of billions of humans. For a recent framework on how to

reduce harm and increase benefits see the work by Montag, Sin-

dermann, and Baumeister (2020).

4 | AN OVERVIEW OF THE FIRST
NEUROSCIENCE STUDIES RELYING ON
DIGITAL TRACKING TECHNOLOGIES

We review the neuroscientific research carried out in recent years

that applied DP/MS. Before reviewing the scant literature, we men-

tion that much research has been carried out to understand overuse

of smartphones/social media or in general the Internet by applying

MRI. This research does not fall in the realm of our present review,

because here usually self-reports on detrimental aspects of

smartphone/Internet use have been linked to individual differences in

brain structure/function (see review works by Montag and

Becker (2019) and Yao et al. (2017)). We also do not want to focus in

the present review on articles “only” relying on ecological momentary

assessment (EMA; e.g., a prompt via smartphone to ask a person

about his/her own well-being [Schwartz et al., 2019; Webb

et al., 2020]). Instead, we focus on passively tracked smartphone data

or other data from the IoT linked to MRI or other biological data of

interest for the brain sciences.

A small number of pioneering feasibility studies showed that neu-

roscientific data indeed can be linked to digital footprints. For instance,

Montag et al. (2017) investigated gray matter volume of the nucleus

accumbens in the context of Facebook usage. A classic setup for study-

ing Facebook use in the neurosciences would have been to link individ-

ual differences in gray matter volumes of brain reward circuitry to self-

report measures on how much a person uses Facebook or social media

in general. Instead, Montag et al. objectively recorded participants'

Facebook usage on smartphones and then correlated this information

with gray matter volume of the aforementioned brain area. Interest-

ingly, this work was able to observe an inverse association between

variables, hence, lower gray matter volumes of the accumbens region

went along with longer and higher frequency of Facebook usage. In a

recent work by Westbrook et al. (2021) findings from an investigation

were presented where actual social media usage was tracked via a

smartphone app and linked to PET scan data. The researchers of this

study observed that greater social media app interactions were linked

to lower capacity of dopamine synthesis in the bilateral putamen, also a

region of the striatum. Therefore, Westbrook et al. even linked molecu-

lar brain processes to digital recorded smartphone data.

What else has been observed in recent work? In a study by

Huckins et al. (2019) smartphone screen time was investigated in the

context of resting state fMRI. Greater phone usage (unlock duration)

was associated with greater functional connectivity between the sub-

genual cingulate cortex and nearby ventral prefrontal brain areas (p. 8).

A work by Obuchi et al. (2020) also combined resting state fMRI tech-

nology with mobile (smartphone) sensing and could establish robust

associations between functional connectivity between the ventrome-

dial prefrontal cortex-amygdala and variables from MS (e.g., duration of

conversation, about r = .37). Another recent study by Tost et al. (2019)

applied data from EMA, but most important also information from loca-

tion tracking (including data from the global positioning system) and hip

accelerometers to study associations between wellbeing and exposure

to urban green space (of note, also MRI analysis were conducted).

Deeper discussion on how tracking technologies can grasp information

on environmental features of a person and its combination with neuro-

scientific variables can be found elsewhere (Reichert et al., 2020a). Also

see recent work investigating nonexercise activity in the context of

brain data (Reichert et al., 2020b). We also mention recent work study-

ing early-warning signals for multiple sclerosis disease activity via key-

stroke dynamics of the smartphone also taking into account the MRI

data of patients (Twose, Licitra, McConchie, Lam, & Killestein, 2020).

Without doubt, MRI represents an important technology to study

the brain in human neurosciences, but other neuroscientific
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technologies are also useful to shed light onto different layers of the

human mind. For example, electroencephalography (EEG) has advan-

tages compared to MRI with respect to recording of temporal resolu-

tions of cortical brain activity (although it is also important to note

that EEG is less suitable to record brain activity in subcortical regions

of the brain). In the context of the present review, an interesting EEG

study by Balerna & Ghosh (2018) successfully linked smartphone

touchscreen behavior to activity in sensorimotor areas of the brain. In

addition, we want to point to new interesting insights by Duckrow,

Ceolini, Zaveri, Brooks, & Ghosh (2021) linking smartphone behavior

toward epileptiform activity recorded from an implanted device in the

brain.

Another starting point to understand the human mind represents

molecular genetics. Here also initial studies have been published dem-

onstrating feasibility to link the world of human genetics to real-world

behavior. In a study by Sariyska, Rathner, Baumeister, and Mon-

tag (2018), a genetic marker of the oxytocin receptor gene could be

linked to active social network size assessed via smartphone tracking.

The findings are intriguing as the neuropeptide oxytocin is known to

play a role in diverse social functions (Insel, 2010; Quintana

et al., 2021), but due to the small sample in Sariyska et al. it is of

importance to examine replication studies. Another article by

DeBoever et al. (2020) should be mentioned at this point as they used

the term “digital phenotyping” in their genetics article in the title, but

after inspection of this work the scientists did not use the kind of

digital data discussed in the present work. Finally, we mention inter-

esting new work which linked gaze recorded via the smartphone to

mental fatigue (Tseng, Valliappan, Ramachandran, Choudhury, &

Navalpakkam, 2021).

5 | CONCLUSION

As one can see from the few highlighted works, the research field

aiming to predict neurobiology of humans from digital footprints finds

itself in the early stages. With the tremendous rise of psychiatric and

neurodegenerative disorders across the world, not only sensing psy-

chological constructs, but also the underlying neurobiology from ubiq-

uitously available digital data is of utmost importance to understand

human mental conditions.

Because of the global transformation into digital societies, given

that we count at the moment more than 3.5 billion smartphone users

carrying their phones often 24/7 and also considering that the world

currently sees about 4 billion social media users, there is an abun-

dance of digital data waiting to be studied. In the context of human

neuroscientific research, this digital data may yield powerful new

insights when combined with clinical data on molecular genetics, epi-

genetics, hormones, structural and functional MRI and EEG (see a

more detailed overview in Montag and Elhai (2019)). Ultimately,

a structured research approach not only relying on neuroscientific and

F IGURE 2 Digital phenotyping/mobile sensing is often applied in the psychological/psychiatric sciences. Moreover, the classic experimental
setups in the human neurosciences foresee the combination of EEG/MRI/PET data with self-report data or experimental data such as answers
provided in or outside the scanner. The gray arrow depicts the fusion of digital footprints with neuroscientific data (EMA is explicitly not
mentioned here, as it falls in the realm of self-report information). Picture elements are also taken from Pixabay.com (license free)
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self-report data, but also including digital footprints as an additional

data layer, will likely bring human neuroscience to a better under-

standing of the human mind (see Figure 2). One day, indeed it might

be possible to infer neurobiology of a person to a high degree of pre-

cision from studying digital traces, such as left from human

smartphone interactions. These patterns of digital markers giving

insights into the neurobiology of a person might be best termed digital

biomarkers (Dagum, 2018, 2019).
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